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Abstract

Steganography technique is an approach of data obscuring which is invisible i.e. presence of hidden data is unknown to unintended
users. The secret message is embedded in a cover medium which can be an image or text file and resultant cover object is transmitted
over the untrusted channel. Steganography is gaining due significance due to the enormous increase in secret communication between
potential computer users over the internet. It can also be defined as the study of invisible transmission that usually deals with the ways
of hiding the existence of the communicated message. Generally data embedding is achieved in communication, image, text, voic e or
multimedia content for copyright, military communication, authentication and many other purposes. Steganography is unlike
cryptography in the way that cryptography obscures the contents of clandestine message whereas steganography is hiding the
existence message. In this paper an overview of steganography has been elaborated. This paper studies and reviews various data
obscuring techniques based on spatial domain image steganography like Least Significant Bit, Most Significant Bit, Parity check,
Pixel value differencing. It elaborates an overview of steganography and illustrates the process of steganography. Various
classifications of steganographic techniques are discussed. The image domain/ spatial domain techniques are discussed in detail and
a relative comparison is derived between these techniques on the basis of various parameters like robustness, image quality, and
compression losses.

Index Terms: Steganography, Spatial domain, Parity Checker, Least Significant Bit, Moderate Significant Bit.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- *** -----------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
In the current trends of the world, the internet is the primary
med iu m to transfer data from one end to another across the
world. There are many possible ways to transmit data using
the internet: via e-mails, chats, etc. However, one of the main
problems with sending data over the internet is the “security
threat” it poses i.e. the personal or confidential data can be
stolen or hacked in many ways. Therefore it beco mes very
important to take data security into consideration, as it is one
of the most essential factors that need attention during the
process of data transferring.
Data security basically means protection of data from
unauthorized users or hackers and providing high security to
prevent data modification. This area of data security has
gained more attention over the recent period of time due to the
massive increase in data transfer rate over the internet.
In order to improve the security features in data transfers over
the internet, many techniques have been developed like:
Steganography, Cryptography etc. In Greek, the word
cryptography means ―secret writing. Cryptography is the
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process of converting the original text into an unreadable
format for others by rearranging and substituting the original
text.
Steganography is derived from two Greek words, which
means ―covered writing. While Cryptography is a method to
conceal information by encrypting it to “cipher texts” and
transmitting it to the intended receiver using an unknown key,
Steganography provides further security by hiding the text into
a seemingly invisible image or other formats [21].
Steganography and cryptography are counter parts in digital
security the obvious advantage of steganography over
cryptography is that messages do not attract attention to
themselves, to messengers, or to recipients [9]. Also, the last
decade has seen an exponential growth in the use of
mu ltimed ia data over the Internet. These include Digital
Images, Audio and Video files. This rise of digital content on
the internet has further accelerated the research effort devoted
to steganography. The various applications of steganography
include secure military co mmun ications, mu ltimed ia
watermarking
and
fingerprinting
applications
for
authentication purposed to curb the problem of dig ital p iracy.
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1.1 Overview of Steganography
Steganography prominence is increasing due to clandestine
communicat ion between various computer customers over
internet. So by steganography we mean imperceptib le
communicat ion in which the essence of covert message is
unknown. Data hiding in steganography is accomplished by
embedding the covert message into cover object depending on
the technique of steganography used.
Steganography is derived fro m two Greek words Steganós
(Covered), and Graptos (Writing) which means "covered or
hidden writ ing". Intention behind using steganography is to
obscure the very subsistence of the secret message in the cover
med iu m. No w a days in steganography image, audio, video
etc. are used as cover media as people send digital images over
email or share them through other internet communication
application. It is different fro m bu lwarking the genuine
content of a message. In simple words it would be akin to that,
hiding information into other info rmation

1.2Steganography process
The procedure of hiding data using steganography is shown in
Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.2: Types of Steg anography [16]

Text Steganography: It involves altering the formatting of
present text or varying words with in a text etc. Text
steganography is assumed to be the complicated due to
absence of redundant informat ion which is present in image,
audio or a video file.
Image Steganography: In this clandestine message is
embedded in image wh ich acts as cover object.
Audi o/Vi deo Steganography: In this message is embedded in
audio or digital format.
Protocol Steganography: In this technique data is stored in
network protocols e.g. TCP, UDP etc. In these protocols
unused header bits are used to store the secret message.

2. IMAGE STEGANOGRAPY TECHNIQUES
Image steganography techniques can be divided into following
domains.
a) Spatial Domain Methods: In this the pixel gray levels and
their color values are used for encoding the message bits.
These techniques are the simplest in terms of embedding and
extraction co mplexity.
Spatial do main techniques are broadly classified in fig 2.1.

Fig 2.1: S pati al Domain Methods
Fig 1.1: Steganography process
The cover object is the file in wh ich we will hide the message,
which may also be encrypted using the stego key. The
resultant file is the stego object (which will, o f course. be the
same type of file as the cover object). The cover object (and,
thus, the stego object) are typically image or audio files. The
stego object is transmitted over the untrusted channel. At the
receiver side the secret message is extracted fro m the stego
object using stego key.

1.3 Classification of Steganography
Steganography is classified into following steganographic
techniques on the basis of type of cover mediu m. It can be
shown in Figure 1.2.
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1. Least Significant Bit Method (LSB)
Least significant bit (LSB) insertion is a common, simp le
approach to embedding information in a cover image in least
significant bit position. The least significant bit is the 8 of the
bytes inside an image. It is changed with bit of the secret
message. When using a 24-bit image, a b it of each of the red,
green and blue color components can be used, since they are
each represented by a byte. In other words, one can store 3 In
other words; one can store 3 bits in each pixel. An 800 × 600
pixel image, can thus store a total amount of 1,440,000 b its or
180,000 bytes of embedded data.
2. Pixel value di fferencing Method (PVD)
The pixel-value differencing (PVD) [1] scheme uses the
difference value between two consecutive pixels in a b lock to
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determine how many secret bits should be embedded. This
scheme provides high imperceptibility to the stego image by
selecting two consecutive pixels and designs a quantization
range table to determine the payload by the difference value
between the consecutive pixels.
3. Parity Checker Method (PCM)
The Parity Checker Method (PCM ) [3] method uses the
concept of odd and even parity for insertion and retrieval o f
message. In this method even value can be inserted at a pixel
position to identify pixel has 1(odd) parity bits. It can be
identical odd value insert at a pixel; if the pixel should be 0
(even) parity [3]. If the close similarity parity do not exist at a
pixel position for odd or even, then the pixel location can be
added and subtracted such that the change in the image quality
will not be Visible (to the human visual system).
4. Moderate Significant Bit (MSB)
Moderate significant bit (MSB) [19] insertion is a common,
simp le approach to embedding informat ion in a cover image at
moderate significant bit position. Already we have Least
significant bit technique in which data is stored at least
significant bit position but problem arises in case when image
is compressed, LSB of image is discarded. So the receiver
won’t be able to extract the data. To overcome this problem
we have moderate significant bit technique in wh ich secret
data is embedded at 4th, 3rd or 2nd moderately-significant-bit
of pixel o f an image.
b)Transform Domain Techni que: In this data is embedded
in the frequency domain of a signal. It is more difficult way of
hiding informat ion in an image. Transform domain techniques
hide information in areas of the image that are less exposed to
compression, cropping, and image processing. E.g Discrete
cosine transformation technique (DCT), Discrete Wavelet
transformation technique (DWT).

3. BRIEF LITERATURE SURVEY
The foremost aim of this paper is to perform a survey on
various spatial domain steganography techniques used in
recent years. Different techniques utilized by different authors
in different years were mentioned below pellucidly.
T Morkel et al. [2] provides overview of image steganography,
its uses, techniques, identify the requirements of a good
steganographic algorithm and briefly reflects on which
steganographic techniques are more suitable for which
applications.
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M. Sitaram Prasad et al. [4] proposed a novel to provide more
security for the key information with the combination of
image co mpression and data encryption method. This method
requires less memo ry space and fast transmission rate because
of image co mpression technique is applied. This method has
been imp lemented and tested on varies images and data. It
provides better security for encrypted data and no distortion in
the image quality.
Rajku mar et al. [7] presented a new steganography technique
for hid ing data in images using parity checker. This method
uses the concept of odd and even parity for insertion and
retrieval of message. This method is an improvement o ver
earlier methods like least significant bit method and 6th, 7th
bit method for hiding informat ion in images.
Balkrishan et al. [5] offered a new scheme for concealing a
piece of critical informat ion in a gray-scale image using a
separate public key designed on the concept of simu ltaneous
encryption and embedding of data. A new type of flexib le
matrix is proposed to encipher the crit ical in formation mo re
effectively and efficiently. The enciphered information is then
embedded into cover image using a new concept of randomly
chosen moderate-bit insertion. The enciphered data bits are
extracted and then deciphered with same public key. The
proposed matrix protects the hidden information fro m attacks
besides ensuring lesser computational load for encrypting data.
In addition to this, it provides the flexibility to select any type
of 16x16 mat rix having entries ranging fro m 0 to 255.
B. Jindal et al. [11] suggested a novel method for crypto data
hiding within grey scale image in the spatial domain, so that
the interceptors will not notice about the existence of the
important data. The basic concept of the proposed method is to
embed the important crypto data in the 4th moderately significant-bit of pixel of an image. The first 3 LSB bits of
image pixel is used for local pixel adjustment to reduce the
effect of degradation in the cover image due to moderate bit
insertion. Experimental results are performed on four different
same size images and shows that the visual quality of the stego
image is acceptable. This method provides a higher security
and more robust to attacks such as compression, cropping and
some other image processing methods than the LSB of stego image.
B. Jindal et al. [19] reported on a new type of camouflaging in
digital image for hiding crypto-data using moderate bit
alteration in the pixel. In the proposed method, cryptography
is combined with steganography to provide a two layer
security to the hidden data. The novelty of the algorith m
proposed in the present work lies in the fact that the
informat ion about hidden bit is reflected by parity condition in
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one part of the image pixel. The remaining part of the image
pixel is used to perform local pixel adjustment to improve the
visual perception of the cover image. In order to examine the
effectiveness of the proposed method, image quality
measuring parameters are computed. In addition to this,
security analysis is also carried by comparing the histograms
of cover and stego images. This scheme provides a higher
security as well as robustness to intentional as well as
unintentional attacks.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper analyzes various steganographic techniques for
image in spatial Do main. Spatial Do main Steganographic
methods have two sides of coin means have both advantages
and disadvantages. Below mentioned table gives the relative
comparison of various spatial domain steganographic
methods.
S teganographic
technique
M oderate
Bit
Insertion
LSB
substitution
Parity Check
PVD

Robustness
M oderate

Image
Quality
Low

Compression
Loss
Less

Low

M ore

M ore

M ore
Less

M oderate
High

M ore
Less

Table-1: Comparison of S patial Domain Steganographic
Methods
Fro m above table we conclude that it’s difficult to find the
best steganographic technique. So the choice of technique
depends on various factors like payload size, cover image size
etc.
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